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Abstract
We rene the polychromate dened by Brylawski (J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 30 (1981) 233{
246) to a graph invariant that takes account of a root vertex. Using the multiplicative structure
that results, we show that this rooted polychromate distinguishes all non-isomorphic rooted
trees. We also dene an invariant ner than the polychromate | the strong polychromate |
and conjecture that this invariant uniquely identies almost all graphs. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There has been much work on the general question of which graphs are distin-
guished by the chromatic polynomial, p(G), or the Tutte polynomial T (G). In one
direction, Tutte [6] showed that there are non-isomorphic 5-connected graphs with the
same Tutte polynomial, and hence the same chromatic polynomial. This result was ex-
tended to graphs of arbitrarily high connectivity by Brylawski [2] (for a simpler proof
see [1]).
In the other direction, the following question has been considered: which graphs G
are chromatically unique, i.e., which graphs G can be determined up to isomorphism
from p(G)? Examples of such graphs were given by Chao and Whitehead [3] and later
by many other people; for surveys of such results see [4,5]. The specic nature of these
results suggests that it is very dicult to nd large families of chromatically unique
graphs, perhaps because the chromatic polynomial p(G) does not contain that much
information about G. Our starting point here is a much stronger invariant, namely the
polychromate (G) of Brylawski [2], which can be dened as follows.
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Let G be a graph with n vertices. We shall say that a partition  of V (G) is of
partition type =1a12a2    nan if  has ai blocks of size i, for 16i6n. For a partition
, let e(G;) denote the number of edges of G with endvertices in the same block
of . For a partition type =1a12a2    nan let ai()=ai. Finally, let M (G; ; j) be the
number of partitions  of V (G) of type , with e(G;) = j. The polychromate (G)
of a graph G with n vertices is then given by
(G;y; z1; : : : ; zn) =
X

e(G)X
j=0
M (G; ; j)yjza1()1    zan()n :
In other words, the polychromate counts for each partition type  of V (G) and each j,
06j6e(G), the number of partitions  of V (G) of type  such that there are j edges
of G contained within the blocks of . This information includes the Tutte polynomial
T (G; x; y) and hence the chromatic polynomial p(G), but also much more. Since the
polychromate is a much stronger graph invariant than the chromatic polynomial, we
would expect it to be much easier to nd large classes of graphs which are uniquely
identied by their polychromates, than to do the same for the chromatic polynomial.
It still does not appear to be easy, however. Here we shall consider the rather simple
class of rooted trees, using a natural renement of the polychromate which takes into
account the root. It will turn out that, when we restrict our attention to a small subset
of the coecients of this rooted polynomial, the presence of the root will give rise
to multiplicative structure not present in the polychromate itself. This will make the
problem tractable.
2. The rooted polychromate
Let G be a graph with n vertices, and v0 a vertex of G, which we shall call the
root of G. We shall say that a partition  of V (G) is of rooted partition type
 = r1a12a2    nan if the block of  containing v0 has size r, and  has ai other
blocks of size i, for 16i6n. As we shall also wish to classify partitions without tak-
ing account of the root, we shall say that  has type  = 01a12a2    nan if  has ai
blocks of size i, for each i. Thus, any  of type  = r1a12a2    nan is also of type
= 01a1    (r − 1)ar−1rar+1(r + 1)ar+1    nan .
For a partition type  = r1a12a2    nan let r() = r, and ai() = ai. Finally, let
M (G; v0; ; j) be the number of partitions  of V (G) of type , with root v0 and
e(G;) = j.
We dene the rooted polychromate (G; v0) of a graph G with n vertices and root
v0 2 V (G) by
(G; v0; x; y; z1; : : : ; zn) =
X
:r()>1
e(G)X
j=0
M (G; v0; ; j)xr()yjz
a1()
1    zan()n :
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Similarly, we dene the extended rooted polychromate +(G; v0) of G, with root v0,
by
+(G; v0; x; y; z1; : : : ; zn) =
X
:r()>0
e(G)X
j=0
M (G; v0; ; j)xr()yjz
a1()
1    zan()n :
Note that +(G; v0) contains no more information than (G; v0), since, for a partition
type = 01a12a2    nan not taking account of the root, we have that
M (G; v0; ; j) =
nX
r=1
M (G; v0; r; j);
where r = r1a1    rar−1    nan . Also, those terms of + in which there is no power
of x do not depend on the choice of v0 2 V (G). In fact, we have chosen our notation
such that these terms are exactly the polychromate of [2], i.e., so that
(G;y; z1; : : : ; zn) = +(G; v0; 0; y; z1; : : : ; zn):
This shows that +(G; v0), and hence (G; v0), contains at least as much information
about G as does the polychromate of G.
We now turn to rooted trees. For a tree T with root v0 2 V (T ), by the branches
T1; : : : ; Td of T , we mean the components of T − v0. We shall consider the branches
as rooted trees, taking for the root of Tj the unique vertex vj of Tj adjacent to v0. Our
aim is to nd a polynomial whose value on (T; v0) is related in a simple way to its
values on the branches (Tj; vj).
Now some partitions  of V (T ) are built up from partitions of the V (Tj) in a simple
way, namely those where each block of , except for that containing v0, lies entirely
within some Ti. However, many partitions  are not of this form, so it is not easy to
see a simple relationship between (T; v0) and the (Tj; vj), j = 1; : : : ; d. This prompts
us to consider the following specialisation of .
For a partition  of type , let n() = n() be the number of blocks of . Thus
if  = r1a12a2    nan , then n() = 1 +P ai if r>1, and just
P
ai if r = 0. We shall
say that  is connected (as a partition of T ) if every block of  induces a connected
subgraph of T . As T is a tree,  is connected if and only if e(T;)=n−n(), where
n = jT j. We now dene the connected rooted polychromate of a rooted tree (T; v0)
with n vertices as
 (T; v0; x; z1; : : : ; zn) =
X
:r()>1
M (T; v0; )xr()z
a1()
1    zan()n ;
where M (T; v0; ) =M (T; v0; ; n − n()) is the number of connected partitions  of
T having rooted partition type . The coecients of  (T; v0) are a subset of those of
(T; v0), showing that if  (T; v0) determines all rooted trees up to isomorphism, then
so does (T; v0). Our aim is to prove the following result.
Theorem 1. Each of the invariants  and  distinguishes rooted trees up to
isomorphism.
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As before, it will be convenient to extend  to include terms with r() = 0, setting
 +(T; v0; x; z1; : : : ; zn) =
X
:r()>0
M (T; v0; )xr()z
a1()
1    zan()n :
Note that, as before, this adds no new information, though we shall not make use of
this fact. We now describe the multiplicative properties of  and  + which we shall
use. For this we need one further denition.
For rooted partition types 1; : : : ; d, let  = 1 +    + d be the rooted partition
type with r() = 1 + r(1) +   + r(d), and ai() = ai(1) +   + ai(d). Note that
we treat the blocks with and without the root dierently. For the blocks not containing
the root, we add up the numbers of blocks of each size, while for those containing
the root, we add their sizes, and then add one. We can now state the following lemma
relating  of a tree to  + of its branches.
Lemma 2. Let (T; v0) be a rooted tree with jT j>2; and let (T1; v1); : : : ; (Td; vd) be the
branches of (T; v0); where d is the degree of v0 in T . Then; for any  with r()>1;
we have
M (T; v0; ) =
X
1++d=
M (T1; v1; 1)   M (Td; vd; d); (1)
where we allow r(j) = 0 for some or all j. Also;
 (T; v0) = x +(T1; v1)     +(Td; vd) (2)
holds as a polynomial identity in Z[x; z1; : : : ; zn].
Proof. Note rst that (2) follows immediately from (1), by the denition of the sum
1 +   + d.
For (1), note that any connected subgraph of (T; v0) not containing v0 must lie
entirely within some Ti. Thus, to choose a connected partition  of (T; v0) of type =
r1a12a2    nan , with r>1, we can proceed as follows. First, choose rj>0, j=1; : : : ; d,
such that
P
rj =r − 1. These will be the numbers of vertices in each Tj of the block
of  containing v0. Next, choose the numbers aij of other blocks of size i to take
in each Tj, with
P
j aij = ai for every i. To obtain a partition , we must have that
rj+
P
i iaij=jTjj=nj, say, for each j. The choices we have made are thus equivalent to
choosing rooted partition types j = rj 1
a1j2a2j    najnjj of V (Tj), with 1 +   +d=.
To specify  it remains to choose one connected partition j of Tj for each j, with
j of type j. The reason is that the block of  containing the root v0 of T must be
connected. This means that, whenever rj>1, the vertices chosen from Tj to be in the
root block of  must form a connected subgraph of Tj containing vj. On the other
hand, when rj = 0 we do not care which block of j contains vj. This completes the
proof of (1), and thus of the lemma.
With the help of the above lemma, it is surprisingly simple to prove that a rooted
tree (T; v0) is determined up to isomorphism by  (T; v0). The only additional fact we
shall need is that the polynomial  + always has a certain form.
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Let (T; v0) be any rooted tree. Then  +(T; v0) is of the form zm+ , where m= jT j,
and  2 Z[x; z1; : : : ; zm−1]. Polynomials of this form have the following useful property.
Lemma 3. Let d>d0>0; and let  1; : : : ;  d,  01; : : : ;  
0
d0 2 Z[x; z1; z2; : : : ] be polynomials;
each of the form zm + , m>1,  2 Z[x; z1; : : : ; zm−1]. Suppose also that
 1 2     d =  01 02     0d0 : (3)
Then d= d0; and; after reordering  1; : : : ;  d if necessary;  i =  0i for i = 1; : : : ; d.
Proof. We proceed by induction on d. When d= 0, there is nothing to prove.
Suppose that d> 0, and that (3) holds. For any polynomial  of the above form,
let us write m( ) for the unique m such that  = zm + , with  2 Z[x; z1; : : : ; zm−1].
Let m be maximal such that zm appears in the product  1 2     d, and let r be the
highest degree with which zm appears. Then every  i has m( i)6m, and precisely r
of the  i have m( i) = m. Without loss of generality we may thus assume that, for
i6r,  i= zm+i, while  r+1     d=, with i,  2 Z[x; z1; : : : ; zm−1]. Since (3) holds,
we may assume similarly that, for i6r,  0i = zm + 
0
i , while  
0
r+1     0d0 = 0, with 0i ,
0 2 Z[x; z1; : : : ; zm−1].
Now (3) can be written as an identity in Z[x; z1; : : : ; zm−1][zm], namely
(zm + 1)    (zm + r) = 0(zm + 01)    (zm + 0r):
Unique factorisation into irreducibles in Z[x; z1; : : : ; zm−1][zm] thus implies that  = 0,
and that it is possible to reorder  1; : : : ;  r so that i = 0i , i = 1; : : : ; r. We thus have
that  i =  0i for i = 1; : : : ; r, and that  r+1     d =  0r+1     0d0 . Since  r+1     d has
d− r6d− 1 factors, the result follows by induction on d.
We have now done all the work needed to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Note rst that, as remarked above, the result for  follows from
that for  . Note also that  (T; v0) certainly determines the order of T , for example by
looking at the largest power of x occurring. It thus suces to prove that if (T; v0) and
(T 0; v00) are rooted trees with jT j= jT 0j= n, and  (T; v0) =  (T 0; v00), then (T; v0) and
(T 0; v00) are isomorphic.
We shall prove this statement by induction on n, noting that for n=1 there is nothing
to prove, as all rooted trees with one vertex are isomorphic.
Suppose that jT j= jT 0j>2,  (T; v0) =  (T 0; v00), and that the result holds for rooted
trees of smaller order. Let (T1; v1); : : : ; (Td; vd) be the branches of (T; v0), and let
(T 01; v
0
1); : : : ; (T
0
d0 ; v
0
d0) be the branches of (T
0; v00). Writing  i for  +(Ti; vi), and  
0
i
for  +(T 0i ; v
0
i), we have from Lemma 2 that
 1     d = x−1 (T; v0) = x−1 (T 0; v00) =  01     0d0 :
However, the  i and  0i are of the form required to apply Lemma 3. Hence we have
that d= d0, and, after re-ordering, that  i =  0i for each i. In other words,  +(Ti; vi) =
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 +(T 0i ; v
0
i) for each i. This certainly implies that  (Ti; vi) =  (T
0
i ; v
0
i) for each i, as the
polynomial  can be obtained from  + just by deleting the terms with no power of x.
Finally, jTij< jT j=n, for every i, so we can apply the induction hypothesis to deduce
that (Ti; vi) and (T 0i ; v
0
i) are isomorphic for every i, from which the result follows.
In the above proof the existence of a root played an important part. It would be
interesting to know whether the (unrooted) polychromate distinguishes unrooted trees.
However, any proof of such a result would have to be very dierent from the proof
of Theorem 1 above. To conclude the paper we dene an invariant which seems
even stronger than the polychromate, and ask for large families of graphs uniquely
determined by this invariant.
3. The strong polychromate
As described in the introduction, the polychromate of [2] counts partitions  of V (G)
according to the partition type of , and the total number of edges with endvertices in
the same block of . Here we shall consider the number of edges within each block
of  separately.
Let G be a graph with n vertices, and  a partition of V (G). For a block X V (G)
of , an edge e of G is contained in X if the endvertices of e lie in X , i.e., if
e 2 E(G[X ]). Let aij() = aij(G;) be the number of blocks of  consisting of i
vertices, and containing j edges of G. The strong polychromate (G) is the element
of Rn = Z[zij: 06i6n; 06j6( n2 )] given by
(G) =
X

Y
06i6n
06j6( n2 )
zaij()ij ;
where the sum is over all partitions  of V (G).
Note that the strong polychromate of G does determine the polychromate of G, using
the substitution zij=yjzi for all i and j. Note also that, as for the polychromate, we can
dene a rooted version (G; v0) of , taking values in Rn[x; y]. We do this by replacing
the factor zij by a factor xiyj for the block X of  containing the root, when X has
i vertices and contains j edges of G.
While (G) does contain a vast amount of information about the graph G, it still
does not determine G up to isomorphism. For a proof we refer the reader to the
corresponding result for the polychromate, Theorem 4:6 of [2]. Brylawski’s method of
proof is to give two non-isomorphic graphs G, G0 and to construct a bijection from
the partitions of V (G) to those of V (G0). This bijection is such that corresponding
partitions  of V (G) and 0 of V (G0) are of the same partition type, and satisfy
e(G;) = e(G0; 0). This shows that G and G0 have the same polychromate. In fact,
corresponding partitions actually have aij(G;) = aij(G0; 0) for all i and j, so G and
G0 have the same strong polychromate.
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Despite this fact, it should be easier to nd large classes of graphs uniquely deter-
mined by their strong polychromate than to do so for the polychromate. In particular,
if almost all random graphs are uniquely determined by their Tutte polynomial, as
conjectured in [1], then the same would be true of the polychromate, and the strong
polychromate. However, this should be easier to prove for the strong polychromate.
Conjecture. Almost every graph G 2 G(n; 12 ) is such that (G0)=(G) implies G0 = G.
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